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PHILADELPHIA RARITIES

“The Golden Age of Leopold Stokowski and 
the Philadelphia Orchestra” describes those 
great years, covering more than a quarter of a 
century, during which the London-born church 
organist took a provincial American ensemble 
and, from 1912 onwards, built it into one of 
the finest orchestras in the world, noted for its 
precision, virtuosity, and splendid tone-colour. 
With the advent of the microphone during 
the 1920s, Stokowski and the Philadelphia 
Orchestra made an enormous number of 78rpm 
records which became landmarks in recording 
history. For much of the time, Stokowski 
concentrated on basic repertoire, such as 
the orchestral music of Beethoven, Brahms, 
Tchaikovsky, Sibelius, Debussy, Mussorgsky 
and many others, as well as excerpts from 
Wagner’s operas and, above all, his own 
orchestrations of Bach’s keyboard works.
Side-by-side with familiar pieces, however, 
went a number of works which no-one else had 
recorded before or, indeed, has recorded since! 
And, although Stokowski was to record certain 
compositions several times over during his long 
career, there were a number which he recorded 
only once – on 78s made with the Philadelphia 

Orchestra. This unique collection (which 
previously appeared on a ‘Limited Edition’ CD 
in 1993, issued exclusively for members of the 
Leopold Stokowski Society) brings together 
just those items which fall into this “rarities” 
category, and it demonstrates Stokowski’s 
incredibly wide-ranging musical sympathies. It 
covers many periods and styles, from melodies 
centuries old to colourful Iberian and Oriental 
works, together with music of 20th-century 
America. 
The programme begins with Stokowski in his 
role of transcriber as well as conductor. The 
Two Ancient Liturgical Melodies were hymn-
tunes long familiar to him from his early days 
as a choirmaster in London and New York, 
and he made this orchestral arrangement of 
them in 1934. Veni Creator Spiritus dates from 
the 9th Century and is known as Come Holy 
Ghost, Our Souls Inspire, while Veni Emmanuel 
(O Come, O Come Emmanuel) was composed 
during the Middle Ages, and can also be 
heard in Respighi’s Three Botticelli Pictures. 
In Stokowski’s sonorous transcription, the 
two pieces are linked together by the solemn 
chimes of a bell. 
Although Love the Magician, by Manuel de Falla 
(1876-1946), was given its American premiere 
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1	 Two Ancient Liturgical Melodies –  arr. Leopold Stokowski [5.31] 
 ‘Veni Creator Spiritus’, ‘Veni Emmanuel’  

2 Spanish Dance from La Vida Breve Manuel De Falla [2.57]

3 Sacred Mountain, from 5 Gypsy Dances, Op. 55 No. 5  Joaquín Turina [1.24]

4 Edgar Allen Poe’s ‘The Raven’ Arcady Dubensky [12.08]
 Benjamin de Loache narrator

5 Etenraku, Ceremonial Japanese Prelude arr. Hidemaro Konoye [4.10]

6 The Legend of the Arkansas Traveller Harl McDonald [4.33]
 Alexander Hilsberg violin

7 Dance of the Workers from Festival of the Workers Suite Harl McDonald [2.57]

8 Rhumba from Symphony No. 2 Harl McDonald [3.38]

9 Japanese Nocturne from Oriental Impressions Henry Eichheim [3.47]

0 Bali, Symphonic Variations Henry Eichheim [11.38]
 
 Concerto for Two Pianos and Orchestra: Harl McDonald 
q I. Molto moderato  [6.53]
w II. Theme and Variations  [7.32]
e III. Juarezca: Allegro  [6.50]
 Alexander Hilsberg & Jeanne Behrend pianos

r Manhattan Beach John Philip Sousa [2.05]

t El Capitan John Philip Sousa [2.06]

 Total timings  [78.09]
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by Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra 
in 1922, his only 78rpm recording of any of 
Falla’s music with that orchestra was of the 
Spanish Dance from , a gypsy 
story of love and infidelity. It is a scintillating 
number, taken from a wedding scene in the 
opera, and is beautifully performed under the 
Maestro’s inspired direction.
The next piece also comes from Spain. Joaquín 
Turina (1882-1947) was a contemporary of 
Falla and wrote his first set of Danzas Gitanas 
(Gypsy Dances) for solo piano in 1930. This 
bold and brassy orchestration of the final 
number in the set, Sacra Monte (Sacred 
Mountain), was made by Lucien Cailliet, a long-
time member of the Philadelphia Orchestra 
who also doubled as their ‘house-arranger’. 
This 1937 recording is the only music by Turina 
which Stokowski recorded in Philadelphia (and 
very brief it is!) but it remained unissued on 78s 
and has only become available to the public on 
this CD release, over fifty years later. 
In 1921, Arcady Dubensky (1890-1966) left 
Russia, where he had trained at the Moscow 
Conservatory, to become a violinist in the New 
York Philharmonic and pursue a career as a 
composer. Stokowski took a great interest in 
Dubensky’s music and premiered a number of 

his works, including the Melo-Declamation for 
Narrator and Orchestra on Edgar Allan Poe’s 
The Raven, a macabre poem first published in 
1845. This curiosity had its first performances 
in the Philadelphia Academy of Music in 1932, 
and RCA Victor experimented in recording 
the work onto 35mm optical film during the 
actual concerts. The result was issued on two 
special 78rpm “Picture Records”, whereon the 
poem, together with monochrome engravings 
of Stokowski and Edgar Allen Poe, were etched 
into the shellac. A young singing student 
named Benjamin de Loache, who had already 
taken part under Stokowski’s direction in the 
US premieres of Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov, 
Alban Berg’s Wozzeck, and Schoenberg’s 
Gurrelieder, now found himself with the 
dramatic ‘starring role’ in the Dubensky 
novelty. He died an octogenarian in 1994, 
having been especially delighted at the reissue 
on CD of The Raven, as it had been one of the 
rarest recordings Stokowski ever made. 
Stokowski was always fascinated by Oriental 
music and this is reflected in several of 
the items heard on this disc. The first of 
these is an arrangement of ancient music 
for modern instruments by the Japanese 
aristocrat Hidemaro Konoye (1898-1973). 

Before the Second World War he headed the 
Imperial Music Academy in Tokyo, founded 
the Japanese New Symphony Orchestra, and 
guest-conducted in America and Europe. In the 
preface to his 1931 score of Etenraku (  

) he wrote: “This dates 
from the 8th or 9th Century and is said to have 
been composed by an emperor. It is a Solemn 
Prelude, like an approaching procession, and 
has been performed for a thousand years at the 
Imperial Japanese Court”.
An American composer closely associated with 
the Philadelphia Orchestra was Harl McDonald 
(1899-1955), who was born in Colorado. An 
early musical education led him to join the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic and he later became a 
concert pianist. He entered the Philadelphia 
Musical Academy in 1924 and from there 
took up the post of choral conductor at the 
University of Pennsylvania. Stokowski actively 
promoted McDonald’s composing career by 
introducing his First Symphony (The Santa Fe 
Trail) in 1934, one of many McDonald works 
premiered by the great conductor. Stokowski 
also championed the composer on 78s, and 
we hear next a group of three short pieces in 
McDonald’s ‘lighter’ vein. 

The Legend of the Arkansas Traveller, 
composed in 1939 (the same year in which 
McDonald became general manager of the 
Philadelphia Orchestra), is a Humoresque 
subtitled “Concert Paraphrase on an Old 
American Fiddle Tune”. This derives from one 
of the best-known folk-songs of the South 
and describes an old farmer playing the fiddle 
on his porch when a traveller stops by to ask 
for directions. He receives ‘smart’ answers 
from the farmer who clearly knows only the 
first part of the folk-tune. When the traveller 
shows how the piece should end, however, he 
is immediately invited in for a booze-up and 
several hours of delightful fiddling. McDonald 
introduces the sounds of the farmyard 
(cockerels crowing, donkeys braying) as well 
as the old farmer tuning up; with the folk-song 
itself played virtuoso-style by both violin soloist 
and the full string section.
The Festival of the Workers is a three-movement 
Suite which was given its first performance by 
Stokowski in 1934. The second movement, 
entitled Dance of the Workers, is a minor trifle 
indeed, but nevertheless Stokowski lavished 
just as much care on this as on any of the really 
great music he recorded during his Philadelphia 
years.
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In 1935, Stokowski premiered Harl McDonald’s 
Second Symphony (Reflections upon an Era of 
Turmoil), a work which was primarily concerned 
with the Great Depression of America. “But”, 
the composer added, “this was also an age 
that had an insatiable appetite for gaiety 
and entertainment”, and it was this aspect 
of the times which he illustrated in the third 
movement of the work. This symphonic Rhumba 
proved so popular that it was published as a 
separate concert item, and recorded that way 
on the 78rpm disc heard here, with Stokowski 
and his Philadelphians letting rip in the manner 
of the ‘big bands’ of the 1930s. 
The Japanese Nocturne is the third movement 
of the Oriental Impressions Suite by Chicago-
born Henry Eichheim (1870-1942), first heard 
in Boston under the composer’s direction in 
1922. It features tunes which he took down 
from a blind player of the ‘shakuhachi’ (a 
kind of bamboo flute) and is a most evocative 
little piece. The inclusion at the end of a ‘fish 
head drum’ (or Chinese wood-block) brings 
Stokowski’s superbly atmospheric performance 
to a close. 
During 1927, Stokowski requested leave of 
absence from the Philadelphia Orchestra so 
as to make a tour of the Far East, and the 

following season his place on the rostrum was 
taken by a series of eminent guest-conductors. 
He visited India, Burma and Java, before 
arriving on the South Sea island of Bali, and 
was accompanied by Henry Eichheim, who was 
studying the music of the region and writing 
works inspired by oriental motifs. The outcome 
of this particular visit was Bali – a continuous 
set of ‘symphonic variations’ on themes heard 
by Eichheim in a Balinese temple courtyard. 
The inclusion of the ‘gamelan’ orchestra’s bells 
and gongs effectively convey the music’s exotic 
quality, and the piece was duly premiered by 
Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra on 
20 April 1933.
We return to the music of Harl McDonald, 
which reflects not only his background (his 
childhood was spent on a cattle-ranch and 
there is always a Coplandesque element of the 
‘out-doors’ in his work) but also his interest 
in what he described as the “Hispanic-Indian 
Anglo-Saxon combination of the Mexican 
border region.” This influence presents itself 
in his Double Piano Concerto, which falls into 
the traditional three-movement European 
pattern, and was first heard in a Stokowski/
Philadelphia concert on April 2, 1937. A richly 
scored, broadly melodic first movement has 

the occasional feel of Brahms or Rachmaninov 
dabbling in South American dance music, 
and features an extended cadenza for the two 
soloists. The second movement is a Theme and 
Variations in which a simple tune is subjected 
to (a) a bright scherzo; (b) a solemn adagio; (c) 
a rhythmic dance episode; and (d) a chorale 
for brass and winds. The finale is based on the 
Juarezca, a jazz-inspired Mexican dance, in 
which the hair of all concerned is well and truly 
let down, and it completes this selection of all 
the recordings which Stokowski made of Harl 
McDonald’s music.
And so to two Concert Marches by John Philip 
Sousa (1854-1932), one of the best known 
American composers. These are Stokowski’s 
only recordings of these particular Sousa 
Marches, though, as with the Turina piece 
heard earlier, Manhattan Beach has languished 
in the vaults until its issue on this CD. Together 
with El Capitan, however, it provides a lively 
and rousing conclusion to an album of unusual, 
exotic and highly-varied fare indeed. 
© 1994 Edward Johnson 

We are grateful to Dr Edwin Heilakka, Curator 
of the Stokowski Collection, Curtis Institute 
of Music, Philadelphia and Richard Luce of 
Dallas for their help in providing scores and 

materials. 

The following members of the Leopold Stokowski 
Society were sponsors of the ‘Limited Edition’ 
Philidelphia Rarities CD issued privately by the 
Society in 1993 – the precursor to this release. 

The Society and Cala Signum are grateful for their 
support:

R. D. Ames, Andrew Barker, Richard L. Benson, 
Spencer Berger, G. E. Bower, Roy Cunnington, 
Christine Ducrotoy, John Ehde, Paul Fugmann, 

Richard Gate, Herbert A. George, M. F. W. Gregory, 
Edwin E. Heilakka, Andrew Keener, J. F. M. Kelly, 
Igor Kipnis, Oliver Knussen, Wolfgang Kuhn, Alan 

Lambert, Gary Lemco, Richard Luce, Preben 
Opperby, Donald J. Ott, Lady Panufnik, Dr. M. Reda, 
Gordon Reeves, Hans Riben, J. W. Round, Daphne 

Rowland, Thomas A. Rudd, Henry R. Schmoll, 
Anthony Spurr, Anthony Teal, C. A. Thomas, Arne 

Tingstrom, William R. Trotter, Gerald Unglaub, 
Robert K.Wallace, Stephen Wright.
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Open here I flung the shutter, when, with many a flirt and flutter,
In there stepped a stately Raven of the saintly days of yore;
  Not the least obeisance made he; not a minute stopped or 
   stayed he;
  But, with mien of lord or lady, perched above my chamber door—
Perched upon a bust of Pallas just above my chamber door—
  Perched, and sat, and nothing more.

Then this ebony bird beguiling my sad fancy into smiling,
By the grave and stern decorum of the countenance it wore,
“Though thy crest be shorn and shaven, thou,” I said, 
  “art sure no craven,
Ghastly grim and ancient Raven wandering from the Nightly shore—
Tell me what thy lordly name is on the Night’s Plutonian shore!”
  Quoth the Raven “Nevermore.”

  Much I marvelled this ungainly fowl to hear discourse so plainly,
Though its answer little meaning—little relevancy bore;
  For we cannot help agreeing that no living human being
  Ever yet was blessed with seeing bird above his chamber door—
Bird or beast upon the sculptured bust above his chamber door,
  With such name as “Nevermore.”

 

 But the Raven, sitting lonely on the placid bust, spoke only
That one word, as if his soul in that one word he did outpour.
  Nothing farther then he uttered—not a feather then he fluttered—
  Till I scarcely more than muttered “Other friends have flown before—
On the morrow he will leave me, as my Hopes have flown before.”
  Then the bird said “Nevermore.”

  Startled at the stillness broken by reply so aptly spoken,
“Doubtless,” said I, “what it utters is its only stock and store
  Caught from some unhappy master whom unmerciful Disaster
  Followed fast and followed faster till his songs one burden bore—
Till the dirges of his Hope that melancholy burden bore
  Of ‘Never—nevermore’.”

  But the Raven still beguiling all my fancy into smiling,
Straight I wheeled a cushioned seat in front of bird, 
    and bust and door;
  Then, upon the velvet sinking, I betook myself to linking
  Fancy unto fancy, thinking what this ominous bird of yore—
What this grim, ungainly, ghastly, gaunt, and ominous bird of yore
  Meant in croaking “Nevermore.”

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore—
  While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.
“’Tis some visitor,” I muttered, “tapping at my chamber door—
  Only this and nothing more.”

  Ah, distinctly I remember it was in the bleak December;
And each separate dying ember wrought its ghost upon the floor.
  Eagerly I wished the morrow;—vainly I had sought to borrow
  From my books surcease of sorrow—sorrow for the lost Lenore—
For the rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name Lenore—
  Nameless here for evermore.

  And the silken, sad, uncertain rustling of each purple curtain
Thrilled me—filled me with fantastic terrors never felt before;
  So that now, to still the beating of my heart, I stood repeating
  “’Tis some visitor entreating entrance at my chamber door—
Some late visitor entreating entrance at my chamber door;—
  This it is and nothing more.”

  

Presently my soul grew stronger; hesitating then no longer,
“Sir,” said I, “or Madam, truly your forgiveness I implore;
  But the fact is I was napping, and so gently you came rapping,
  And so faintly you came tapping, tapping at my chamber door,
That I scarce was sure I heard you”—here I opened wide the door;—
  Darkness there and nothing more.

Deep into that darkness peering, long I stood there wondering, fearing,
Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream before;
  But the silence was unbroken, and the stillness gave no token,
  And the only word there spoken was the whispered word, “Lenore?”
This I whispered, and an echo murmured back the word, “Lenore!”—
  Merely this and nothing more.

  Back into the chamber turning, all my soul within me burning,
Soon again I heard a tapping somewhat louder than before.
  “Surely,” said I, “surely that is something at my window lattice;
  Let me see, then, what thereat is, and this mystery explore—
Let my heart be still a moment and this mystery explore;—
  ’Tis the wind and nothing more!”

  

The Raven
Edgar Allen Poe (1809-1849)
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 This I sat engaged in guessing, but no syllable expressing
To the fowl whose fiery eyes now burned into my bosom’s core;
  This and more I sat divining, with my head at ease reclining
  On the cushion’s velvet lining that the lamp-light gloated o’er,
But whose velvet-violet lining with the lamp-light gloating o’er,
  She shall press, ah, nevermore!

  Then, methought, the air grew denser, perfumed from 
  an unseen censer
Swung by Seraphim whose foot-falls tinkled on the tufted floor.
  “Wretch,” I cried, “thy God hath lent thee by these 
  angels he hath sent thee
  Respite—respite and nepenthe from thy memories of Lenore;
Quaff, oh quaff this kind nepenthe and forget this lost Lenore!”
  Quoth the Raven “Nevermore.”

  “Prophet!” said I, “thing of evil!—prophet still, if bird or devil!—
Whether Tempter sent, or whether tempest tossed thee here ashore,
  Desolate yet all undaunted, on this desert land enchanted—
  On this home by Horror haunted—tell me truly, I implore—
Is there—is there balm in Gilead?—tell me—tell me, I implore!”
  Quoth the Raven “Nevermore.”

  

“Prophet!” said I, “thing of evil!—prophet still, if bird or devil!
By that Heaven that bends above us—by that God we both adore—
  Tell this soul with sorrow laden if, within the distant Aidenn,
  It shall clasp a sainted maiden whom the angels name Lenore—
Clasp a rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name Lenore.”
  Quoth the Raven “Nevermore.”

  “Be that word our sign of parting, bird or fiend!” 
  I shrieked, upstarting—
“Get thee back into the tempest and the Night’s Plutonian shore!
  Leave no black plume as a token of that lie thy soul hath spoken!
  Leave my loneliness unbroken!—quit the bust above my door!
Take thy beak from out my heart, and take thy form from off my door!”
  Quoth the Raven “Nevermore.”

  And the Raven, never flitting, still is sitting, still is sitting
On the pallid bust of Pallas just above my chamber door;
  And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon’s that is dreaming,
  And the lamp-light o’er him streaming throws his shadow on the 
floor;
And my soul from out that shadow that lies floating on the floor
  Shall be lifted—nevermore!
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Mussorgsky: Pictures at an Exhibition – Piano Concerto Version
Philharmonia Orchestra
Geoffrey Simon conductor
SIGCD2095

“The last item here is Rimsky-Korsakov’s orchestration of Night 
on the Bald Mountain quite brilliantly played, as is the rest of this 
collection, by the Philharmonia Orchestra under Geoffrey Simon.”
Musicweb International

Saint-Saëns: Requiem, Organ Symphony
London Philharmonic Orchestra
Geoffrey Simon conductor
SIGCD2163

“The works all get very good performances and recordings...the 
Choruses are splendid, as is the LPO on top form. This is a very 
worthwhile CD.”
International Record Review
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